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FOREWORD

This book is one of a series devoted to the work of

various American artists and is published by the

Whitney Museum of American Art, founded by

Gertrude V. Whitney. The purpose of these books,

like that of the Museum which sponsors them, is

to promote a wider knowledge and appreciation of

the best in American art.

For assistance in preparing this volume for pub-

lication, we wish gratefully to acknowledge our

indebtedness to Mrs. Emma Bellows for informa-

tion regarding paintings used for illustration, to

The Arts magazine for the loan of its files of photo-

graphs, and to the museums and private collectors

whose paintings, reproduced in this book, add so

notably to the x'alue of the illustrations.

Juliana R. Force, Director

Whitney Museum of American Art
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GEORGE BELLOWS
BY

George W. Eggers

George Bellows' career had begun by the time they were excavat-

ing for the Pennsylvania Station (a subject which he painted) and ended

before they began to tear down old Madison Square Garden, a few blocks

from his house. The Nineties had already become a little romantic in

perspective but one still remembered them at first hand—one could still

be authentic about them. It is possible that New York has changed more

since Bellows' death than it did during the scant twenty years he knew

the place. His affection for the Nineties (and for the Eighties too, for that

matter) was touched a little with the retrospective implication, the satis-

faction of knowing a period in its period-uniform which one had known

in its working clothes. This is only to say that his delight in Victorian

things was creative more than it was conservative but it is probable that

both factors entered into it. The home in East Nineteenth Street, at any

rate, was modestly and piquantly placed in the period. His own New
York was of course the New York of the early Nineteen-Hundreds.

Bellows was not alone, nor was he the first, in his appreciation of the

city in those days. There was a certain potency about the atmosphere of

the first years after 1900 to which it was only natural for him to respond.

New York was being aesthetically perceived. Everett Shinn had had an

exhibition or two of pastels of the city by day and by night; Luks and

Glackens had been doing the life of the streets and Jerome Myers soon

appeared at the old Macbeth Gallery with his pageantry of the East Side.

Van Dyke's The Neiv New York with Pennell's illustrations in color

made its appearance; Davies was noting, interspersed with his romantic

little figure groups, glimpses of a beauty which the Hudson River School

had seen with a less poetic eye. Henri had taken over an art school and
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Daumier and Gavarni as well as Degas and Goya were being appreciated

for their perception of the life around them. Manet was an idol of the

younger men.

The first subway had been built, the old town was cracking its shell;

the new New York was emerging indeed. Lower Second Avenue was live-

ly in the evening, a shade more picturesque than it is now; the Tenderloin

was a definite place and a merry one. The illustrations in the magazines

were more interesting than the advertisements; Europe was rather re-

mote from the average art student, and art for a few years was taking a

native, indigenous turn. It was just the time for Bellows to be coming to

town.

It would be difficult to say how much the character of Bellows' final

achievement was due to his relation with Henri but it is a fact that the

two men found each other early and revered each other to the end. The

probabilities are that Henri stiffened Bellows' faith in his own tenden-

cies at a time when such a reinforcement had a formative importance,

simplifying Bellows' early problems and decisions and enabling him to

use his energies where they did the most good.

The Armory Show of 1913 came and went. Bellows was alive to the

stimulus—and then continued to paint pretty much in his own way. The

same instinct that kept him from finding time to go to Europe seems to

have held him on a path that was mostly his own. He was free of academic

tendencies either to the Right or to the Left; the idea of being classified

was one of the few things that would have bored him. Painting was his

concern with its engrossing problems of the material and its sometimes

disquieting ones of color and design. He played a little with the furious

subjects which the Great War imposed and then went back to his work.

His compositions, even some rather early ones, were built upon a geo-

metrical framework, first in simple and fairly evident schemes of his

own devising (examples of which can be seen, drawn and pricked

through from the backs of some of his earlier canvases) and subsequent-
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ly upon the formulations of Dynamic Symmetry. He took a course in

geometrical construction with Jay Hambidge and kept in his studio a

tabic of proportions of "dynamic rectangles" reduced to inches for

stretcher sizes. Bellows spent part of the autumn of 1919 in Chicago as

visiting instructor at the Art Institute. The afternoon he arrived there,

he saw for the first time, just before the museum closed, Rembrandt's

Portrait of a Young Girl. He spent that evening applying to a photo-

graph of the painting various propositions in Dynamic Symmetry and in

the course of this found to his evident satisfaction that Rembrandt had

deviated from a true dynamic design in only one or two particulars of

which he later discovered the explanation. This was Bellows the the-

orist. During his two months' stay in Chicago he produced the two beau-

tiful portraits of the venerable "Mrs. T." in white and in wine silk, as

well as two fine nudes. He did not forget to paint.

Bellows' color at this time was based on the Maratta system and his

palette was a metal contrivance of some twelve dozen compartments,

each containing its proper tone. He used these colors directly from the

palette and so had little occasion for mixing while he painted. The

method served his virile and spontaneous technique at least as well as

it did his color. At the end of the day's painting the palette scrapings,

the little there was of them, were scooped together and reduced to one

tone, which was then corrected to fit the scale and put into its proper

compartment of the metal palette. He would chuckle over this frugal-

ity. This was Bellows the economist.

Of Bellows' popularity some measure may be ascribed to his subjects.

He liked the things a vigorous, healthy-minded young man of his gen-

eration would like. His position was anything but that of the misunder-

stood romanticist; it was rather that of the Homeric bard who sang to

his fellows of the things they liked to remember. He painted and drew

the blood-and-thunder story that is happening around us: steam shovels

working in the glare of arc lights; teamsters struggling with their heavy



horses in the sand; the impact of the prize ring; the Sunday afternoon

crowd relaxing in a squirming mass along the beach; a wild gang of

youngsters diving off a pier into a perilous confusion of tugs and harbor

traffic; a crowd of business men of various shapes and sizes in the pool

and shower.

He seldom indulged in heroics—he liked better the "village Hamp-

den who with dauntless breast." There was too the entirely domestic

phase among his subjects—decent people like himself and his friends,

the men a little funny in the intentness of their ardent gesticulation

while their women folks sat around and talked quietly among them-

selves. Then there were the yearly portraits—the Jeans and Amies and

Emmas and the grandmothers and the aunts and uncles in the atmos-

phere of the Nineteenth Street home or somewhere in Ohio; the picnics

under the trees at Woodstock with friends and neighbors. In all these

latter one senses a touch of the secure bourgeois puritanism of which

there is an unacknowledged drop or two even in the best of us. And so

we liked it all.

However, Bellows' real distinction is not to be ascribed to his subject

matter but to his draughtsmanship. Essentially Bellows was a draughts-

man. If that suggests classicism let it be the classicism of the black-figured

and early red-figured vases of Attica—not the classicism of the cast room.

It has long been convenient to call drawing "the probity of art"; that

drawing is the dynamics of art would be nearer to the truth. That is the

capacity in which it functions on those early vases. It is also the capacity

in which it functions in the work of George Bellows. Subject matter is

motivation; pattern is plot; drawing is performance. Whether the in-

strument is pen or crayon or brush-with-oil-color the moment it moves

upon the picture drawing is coming into existence. We who look at the

picture deduce the subject matter and apprehend the pattern but the

performance we re-enact. This gives drawing a huge potency. Obviously

drawing derives only a part, often a very small part, from the subject

—
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and its far greater part from the man who draws. Immediately back of

every line is the gesture that made it, back of that the emotion that im-

pels the gesture and only back of that the subject that suggested it. With

a tool like drawing Bellows was in his element.

One sometimes refers to an artist of the objective type as having an

eye like a photographic lens. The trouble is that such an artist is apt to

have a hand like the other end of the camera, with nothing between the

two but a dark and empty chamber through which his observations pass

untouched by connotations, perceptions or emotion. Bellows was cer-

tainly not of this kind. In the swift journey between his eye and his hand

lies the whole history of his art. What happened on this route was so

varied and paradoxical as to defy any brief description. The pictorial

symbol in which he epitomized what he chose to see (and what it meant

in his immediate scheme of things) was flexible, epigrammatic, tense,

individual and living. He would say to his students, "There must be wit

in every stroke." Define wit and you have it. His subjects were often seen

with an easily comprehended humor—form he perceived with an in-

scrutable wit. He sometimes has an odd way of seeming almost to write

his forms. It would doubtless have surprised him to be likened to an

Oriental in his work but this calligraphic streak is not the only factor of

resemblance.

In the Forty Tiuo Kids something flies out into the sunlight—and

presently we note that it is a boy and not a gull. A more objective painter

would have identified the figure for us at once. Bellows has identified

nothing but the odd wriggle of something that kicks as it flies. His supple

wrist has thrown out that tangle, colored like flesh in the light, spon-

taneous as a flame but unmistakable; he epitomizes the act, then passes

on, leaving the anatomical deductions up to us as nature would.

His spirit, his choices, his method were essentially his own and essen-

tially American. This is especially evident in such a painting as The

White Horse where half tamed fields and unkempt upland battle for

1
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supremacy on the earth while shower and shine are at it in the sky.

Abrupt and disconcerting are the changing harmonies and dissonances

throughout the picture; unexpected the turns of hand by which the

tumult comes to life. In view of his impulsive touch his subtleties could

pass as accidental. But they are not accidental for they happen not once

but every time. He shoots from the hip but his marksmanship is sure.

In this picture there is a tremulous strip of light and shade, all gold and

silver, where willow boughs interrupt the sun a little as it falls on the

weathered side of a wooden shed. The whole passage, due to foreshort-

ening, is less than an inch across, yet a complete illusion of exquisitely

drawn detail in color and design is there, whose delicacy is matched only

by the casualness with which it is evoked.

Bellows banked on drawing. Hence his devotion to lithography rather

than etching; lithography because it carried through more of the tactile

complexity, subtlety and spontaneity of his stroke. Hence also his hun-

dreds of drawings which include perhaps the finest of his work. Some of

the lithographs which look as if they had been made from the model

directly upon the stone were, as a matter of fact, redrawn from equally

spontaneous preliminary drawings. Only a draughtsman of exceptional

power could have sustained his fire in this way. It is significant that Bel-

lows showed the greatest reluctance at parting with the few drawings

that he sold. The drawings were a piece of himself; his paintings were

another story. A lithograph could be both.

Bellows' affinity with the old Chinese was more profound than it was

apparent. The literary element in his work was a part of this. He would

never have been perturbed at being referred to as an illustrator; in fact,

he proved to be a first rate one. His sense of the sufficiency of black-and-

white was another trait he might have shared with the Chinese: he is

quoted as saying, "You never dream color." Most fundamental of all was

his vitality: vitality was the first canon of Chinese art; it was the strongest

force in his.
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Bellows began to make lithographs about 1916. From 1921 onward

Bolton Brown was his printer and Brown's entry upon the scene coin-

cides with a distinct modification not merely in Bellows' style but in his

range. Temperamentally the two men were opposites and it is to the

credit of both that they formed so fruitful and enduring a combination.

The exceptional refinement of Brown's technique, both as an artist and

as a lithographic printer, shows itself particularly in the exquisite dis-

tinctions of values in his prints. His conception of lithographic tone is as

silver upon silver. He made it clear to Bellows that such tone could be

secured and controlled through a whole edition and that a line with the

delicacy of silver point could be maintained. Bellows had been making

allowances, as young illustrators of his time were taught to do, for certain

limitations of the printing processes: black might be black, and white,

white—but nothing between them could be depended upon. Brown,

with scientific skill, removed most of this uncertainty and in adding to

the values within the scale enriched the expressional possibilities of the

medium as well. It seems as if Bellows were just ripe for this emancipa-

tion. His work became more mellow and a new kind of theme crept in.

The influence may have extended even to his paintings. Crowninshield

notes that "as the years went by he pitched his color harmonies in an in-

creasingly high key."

Bellows was always young. It is fascinating but idle to think what de-

velopments would have come had he lived another twenty years. Even

in the fight pictures—say Ringside Seals and Dempsey-Firpo (1924)

there is a luminosity that is entirely wanting in the terrific Stag at Shar-

key's (1909) . His subjects become more idyllic—lithographs like Amour
and The Return to Life appear. In The White Horse (1922) black

shadows still lurk here and there in interrupted flight but the gray

clouds break—a pewter colored sky gives way to a splendor shot with

light. It is like prophecy. In The Picnic (1924) the mountains hang in

a blue dream between still water and the heavens. The little painting,
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The Picket Fence with a white cottage and a sunlit garden is the last

canvas. It docs not suggest an ending. The song ceases but on a rising

note.
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

George Bellows was born at Columbus. Ohio. August 12. 1882,

being descended from Benjamin Bellows who came to America from

England in 1632 and founded Bellows Falls. Vt. Among his more recent

forebears was a grandfather who had been a Long Island whaling cap-

tain. Bellows attended Ohio State University where he made some rep-

utation as a baseball player. During his vacations he drew cartoons for

the Ohio State Journal.

In 1904. at the beginning of his senior year, he left the university to

come to New York to study painting, placing himself immediately under

the instruction of Robert Henri. By 1906 he had opened his own studio

and in that year exhibited three portraits. In 1908 he exhibited his first

landscape at the National Academy of Design and received the Second

Hallgarten Prize. In 1909. at the age of twenty-seven he was elected an

.Wociate of the National Academy, being the youngest Associate in the

Academy's history. He taught life and composition classes at the Art Stu-

dents' League in 1910. In 1908 one of his paintings had been secured for

the permanent collection of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts

and in a short time a view of the Hudson was acquired for the Metro-

politan Museum. In 1913 he was elected National Academician.

In 1910 he married Emma Louise Story and took up his residence at

146 East 19th Street. New York City, which remained his home until his

death. It was here that his daughters. Anne and Jean, grew up and here

most of Bellows' work was done.

It was a combination of fate and choice which kept Bellows from going

abroad. It was not until 1916 that he felt financially secure and for some

years from that time, owing to the Great War and its aftermath, it was

only natural to defer a European trip. Bellows found America abundant

in inspiration but his interest was keen in many things which are seen at

their best abroad and it is difficult to imagine him ultimately avoiding



Europe. Nevertheless, the combination of these circumstances with his

own sense of direction helped to make him the most American of our

painters and as such he is regarded by some of the most eminent of Eu-

ropean critics as well as of our own. Established in New York, he sum-

mered in Maine, Newport, California, New Mexico and Woodstock,

N. Y. In 1 9
1
9 he 'was in Chicago as visiting instructor at the Art Institute.

The list of prizes and honors which came to him is a long one. He is rep-

resented in museums and private collections in every part of the coun-

try. His death occurred in New York City on January 8th, 1925.

The Memorial Exhibition which was held at the Metropolitan Mu-

seum in the autumn of 1925 revealed the extraordinary quantity and

quality of his twenty years' work. Comprehensive collections of his work

have been published in the volume of his paintings and the volume of

his lithographs; an essay by Frank Crowninshield is included in the cata-

logue of the Memorial Exhibition.

Actively interested in all progressive art, a strong figure in art move-

ments of the more advanced type and a forthright, bold and sincere

champion of the contemporary spirit, he was a notable influence on

many of the younger men. He was one of the most vital artists America

has yet produced.

G. W. E.
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